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This paper addresses the issues of knowledge representation and reasoning in large, complex, uncertain domains,
focusing on the tactical military domain, which is characterized by all these properties. The tactical military domain has
a number of challenges which make it an interesting application domain to research. It is a high stress, high stake,
information overloaded environment which is characterized by its complex nature and inherent uncertainty. Decision
making in such domains is a complex research problem that can beneﬁt from the application of information fusion
techniques.
Information fusion is the process of acquiring, aligning, correlating, associating and combining relevant information
from various sources into one or more representational formats that are appropriate for interpreting the information in
the context of the user’s goals. The most widely accepted information fusion model is the Joint Directors of Laboratories
(JDL) model [12] shown in Fig. 1. The JDL model divides information fusion into ﬁve levels; sub-object, object, situation,
impact and process reﬁnement. The levels of JDL are the result of partitioning the fusion process based on the effects of
problem space complexity and levels of information abstraction [13] and can be recognized as a model of the functions
which humans perform when organizing and fusing information in their minds. Within JDL, object reﬁnement is deﬁned
as the process of utilizing one or more data sources over time to assemble a representation of the entities of interest in an
area of interest. An object assessment is deﬁned as a persistent representation of the entities obtained through object
reﬁnement. This representation can include information such as entity identity and tracks to represent entity behavior.
Situation reﬁnement is deﬁned as the process of utilizing one or more data sources over time to assemble a representation
of the relations of interest between entities of interest in an area of interest. Such relationships of interest can include
physical, temporal, spatial, organizational, perceptual and functional relationships. The relationships meaningful to a user
will be highly dependent on the domain and the user’s intentions. A situation assessment is deﬁned as a persistent
representation of the relationships (between the entities identiﬁed by object reﬁnement) obtained through situation
reﬁnement. Thus situation reﬁnement goes beyond being aware of the existence of entities in the environment; it
determines the signiﬁcance of entities and the relationships between them in the context of the user’s goals. Impact
reﬁnement is deﬁned as the process of utilizing one or more data sources over time to assemble a representation of
the effects of the situations in the area of interest, relative to the user’s intentions. An impact assessment is deﬁned as
a persistent representation of the effects of situations obtained through situation reﬁnement. Impact reﬁnement involves
the fusing of the situation and object assessments plus details from the source data to produce a representation of
the adversary’s intentions. These intensions are used to determine the impact the entities, and the relationships between
them, will have on the user’s intentions. The information fusion process need not be a sequential one; sub-object, object,
situation and impact reﬁnement can occur in parallel, with continuous updates provided between them in both direc-
tions.
To date information fusion research has been concentrated on sub-object and object reﬁnement. Signiﬁcant research
challenges remain in situation and impact reﬁnement [14–17]. Our research focuses the use of knowledge representation
and reasoning techniques to perform situation reﬁnement. In order to perform situation reﬁnement we need to:
(i) Represent the available information;
(ii) Efﬁciently construct a model of the battle space from the information; and
(iii) Efﬁciently perform reasoning about the entities and relationships which exist in the battle space.List 1: The requirements for performing situation reﬁnement.In the remainder of the introduction, we discuss the ﬁrst criterion: how to compactly represent the available information.
The second criterion is addressed in Section 6 while the third criterion is left for a later paper.Data Sources 
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Fig. 1. The JDL information fusion model.
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From the discussion in the previous section, it can be seen that situation reﬁnement requires representing and reasoning
about entities, the relationships between entities, and groups of entities or relationships, which requires at least some of the
expressive power of a ﬁrst order language. First order representations such as relational logic are useful for representing
structured domains because they can represent both entities and relations. However, statements in ﬁrst order languages
must be either true or false. This constraint makes these languages unable to represent and reason about uncertain informa-
tion and hence unsuited to representing real world domains which involve uncertainty. However, the tactical military
domain is characterized by both its complexity and its inherent uncertainty. For example, the data provided by sensors pro-
vides only a partial picture of the battle space. In addition, the data itself may be incomplete, incorrect, contradictory or
uncertain.
We require a knowledge representation language which is able to accommodate uncertain information in a computation-
ally robust and mathematically sound manner. The types of uncertainty that the language should be able to accommodate
include:
(i) Attribute uncertainty: uncertainty about the attributes of an entities or relationship;
(ii) Structural uncertainty which can be broken down into:
 Number uncertainty: uncertainty over the number of entities in the battle space;
 Reference uncertainty: uncertainty over the existence of relationships between entities in the battle space;
 Identity uncertainty: uncertainty over the identity of an entity; and(iii) Existence uncertainty: uncertainty about the existence of entities and relationships in the battle space.List 2: The types of uncertainty present in the tactical military domain.Probability theory provides a sound mathematical basis for representing and reasoning with uncertain information. Bayes-
ian Networks [18] are a well known probabilistic representation technique.Deﬁnition 1. A Bayesian Network (BN) has two components. The ﬁrst component is a directed graph ðX;AÞ, where X is a
set of nodes which represent discrete or continuous stochastic variables in the domain and A is a set of directed arcs or
links connecting pairs of nodes. These arcs represent the dependency relationships between the variables. The directed
graph must be acyclic for the probability distribution deﬁned by the BN to be coherent. Acyclic means that a variable
can not directly or indirectly depend on its own value. The second component of a BN describes the statistical
relationships between each variable and its parents. Associated with each node x 2 X is a conditional probability
distribution (CPD) that speciﬁes the probability distribution over the values of x given each combination of values for its
parents, denoted Pa½x. For nodes with no parents, the probability distribution contains the prior probabilities for the
node.
BNs model uncertainty by assigning a probability to each of the states of the world considered possible (i.e. ‘possible
worlds’). A possible world can be deﬁned in a number of ways. We adopt the deﬁnition that a possible world is a complete
description of all relevant features of the world. BNs are attribute-based models; the state of the world is captured by a ﬁnite
set of random variables. As such, a possible world consists of an assignment of values to each random variable in the net-
work. The assignment of values to the random variables could be viewed as a propositional interpretation. The set of possible
worlds is then the set of all possible combined assignments of values to all the variables. A BN deﬁnes a joint probability
distribution, PðxÞ, over the set of all possible worlds.
The structure of the BN captures the conditional independencies among variables i.e. the fact that each node is
conditionally independent of its non-descendant nodes given its parents. The conditional independence relationships as-
serted by the graph allow a concise representation of the joint probability distribution: the complete joint probability dis-
tribution to be deﬁned in terms of a small number of local probability distributions (i.e. the nodes’ CPDs) via the chain rule
for BNs:Pðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ ¼
Yn
i¼1
Pðxi j Pa½xiÞ; ð1Þwhere n is the number of nodes in the network. Thus a BN can provide a compact graphical representation for high dimen-
sional joint probability distributions. In theory, inference for BNs is NP hard. In practice, however, inference algorithms can
exploit the networks explicit dependency structure to allow efﬁcient inference. Fig. 2 shows an example BN for the Univer-
sity domain which will be discussed in Section 3.
BNs have been used in many existing tactical military decision support solutions to perform object, [19–21], situation
[22–29] and impact reﬁnement [30–36]. However, there are several characteristics of large, complex domains which are
challenging for traditional BNs. BNs are not able to compactly represent complex domains. Capturing the domain for our
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Fig. 2. An example BN for the university domain modeling the promotion prospects of a lecturer who has written three papers and submitted them to three
different conferences.
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thousands of variables in the resulting BN. The computational cost of this network would likely be prohibitive. In addition,
reducing the rich domain structure to one very large, ﬂat BN could render the network essentially incomprehensible to
humans.
BNs are rigid: they model the domain with a predeﬁned set of random variables and a ﬁxed topology which applies to all
problem instances of the domain. The military domain, however, is highly dynamic and involves an unknown number of
entities interacting with each other in a variety of ways which evolve over time. When a model of the battle space is
designed, we do not know a priori which entities will be present, their attributes or the relationships in which the entities
will participate or how these entities and relationships will evolve with time. Many past BN based decision support
solutions, for example [28,33,34], construct a complete static BN prior to the mission. In a real world operational scenario,
these networks may not accurately represent the battle space if the entities and events in the battle space deviate from those
anticipated by the model developers. This lack of ﬂexibility is of particular importance to situation reﬁnement where, by
deﬁnition, the relationships meaningful to the user and therefore the variables relevant to reasoning about a situation are
highly dependent on the domain and the user’s intentions.
BNs also cannot represent uncertainty about the existence, number or conﬁguration of entities in the battle space, which
from List 2 is a requirement of our application. BNs are propositional. That is, BNs have no concept of objects or relations. The
propositional nature of BNs has a number of adverse effects. In our application we need to reason about groups of entities or
relationships in the domain (for example, armored vehicle platoons, companies or battalions). However, without a concept of
an object, BNs are unable to generalize across a collection of individual objects. For example, in order to reason about multi-
ple individuals, each property of each individual must be explicitly represented by a separate node, with its own local prob-
ability model. The probability distributions would be separate, so knowledge about one wouldn’t impart any knowledge
about the others.
The key to reasoning efﬁciently in complex domains is to provide a knowledge representation language and reasoning
techniques which take advantage of the structure of the domain and facilitate reuse. However, because they have no concept
of objects, BNs cannot take full advantage of the structure of the domain or reuse at either the knowledge representation or
inference levels. The only method of reuse for traditional BNs is to copy and paste the appropriate parts of the network. How-
ever, this technique makes it difﬁcult to alter and maintain the network.
Object-Oriented Bayesian Networks (OOBNs) are an object-oriented extension of BNs. They allow complex domains to
be described in terms of interrelated objects. There are currently two formulations for OOBN: the framework developed
by Koller and Pfeffer (KPOOBNs) [37] and the framework developed by Bangsø (BOOBNs) [38–41]. The difference be-
tween these two frameworks has important implications later in this paper (as discussed in Sections 5–7), but for
now we simply describe OOBNs and assess their potential as formal knowledge representation language for situation
reﬁnement.
Both OOBN frameworks adhere to the following deﬁnition for an OOBN class:
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nodes. We denote the set of input nodes by a, the set of output nodes by b and the set of encapsulated nodes by e. The input
and output nodes together form the interface, j, of the class. The interface encapsulates the internal nodes of the class, d-
separating [18] them from the rest of the network. All communication with other instances is formulated in terms of
probability statements over the instance’s interface.
Because OOBN have the concept of an object, they are able to generalize across a collection of individual objects. OOBNs
make it easier to specify complex models in a more compact and modular fashion. They allow the hierarchical structure of
the domain to be expressed. Thus to a certain extent, OOBNs take advantage of domain structure. OOBNs provide an inheritance
mechanism for creating subclasses. TheOOBN classes also provide a reusable probabilisticmodelwhich can be applied tomul-
tiple similar objects. OOBN inference algorithms facilitate reuse of computations between objects by exploiting the fact that
objects of the same class may have the same probability model. OOBN inference algorithms also facilitate the exploitation of
model structure by localizing the probabilistic computationswithin the objects. The variables of an object are encapsulated by
the object’s interface which implies that the encapsulated attributes are d-separated from the rest of the model. Thus OOBNs
have a number of representational and inference advantages over traditional BNs. However, there are a number of challenges
in situation reﬁnement which OOBN do not address. OOBN have the concept of an object, but only a limited concept of rela-
tions: OOBNs can only specify probabilitymodels in a hierarchically structuredmanner. Thismeans they can only represent is–
a and has–a relationships. However, in order to perform situation reﬁnement, we need to be able to represent a variety of rela-
tionships. Like BNs, OOBNs are unable to represent uncertainty about the existence, number or conﬁguration of objects in the
model. Thus neither BNs nor OOBNs are suitable formal knowledge representation languages for situation reﬁnement.
To address some of the difﬁculties experienced by BNs and OOBNs for complex domains, we have developed the Object-
Oriented Probabilistic Relational Modelling Language (OPRML), a new FOPL which combines the generality and modularity
of a relational logic representation with a principled treatment of uncertainty, preserving the advantages of both approaches.
In Section 2, we discuss the language in detail, outlining its formal syntax and semantics. Section 3 illustrates the use of the
language for a simple University domain. Section 4 expands on the capabilities of the OPRML for representing various types
of uncertainty. Section 5 presents a discussion of the advantages of the OPRML over ﬁrst order and probabilistic represen-
tation and compares the OPRML against its most closely related language: Probabilistic Relational Models (PRMs). In Section
6, we address the second criterion of List 1 on how to efﬁciently construct a model of the domain from the information in the
KB (which is expressed using the OPRML). We present four novel algorithms for the automatic compilation of domain models
from the KB. Two of the algorithms are based on the knowledge-based model construction approach while the other two are
based on an Object Oriented Bayesian Network instance tree triangulation method. Section 7 analyses the strengths and lim-
itations of each of the algorithms and compares their performance against the Knowledge-Based Model Construction (KBMC)
and Structured Variable Elimination (SVE) algorithms developed for PRMs. Discussions on future work and conclusions are
presented in Sections 8 and 9 respectively.
2. The Object-Oriented Probabilistic Relational Modelling Language
In this section, we discuss the OPRML in detail, outlining the formal syntax and semantics.
2.1. The syntax of the OPRML
Modelling a domain begins by a domain expert selecting the entities and relations (and their attributes) that are signif-
icant to the problem i.e. the expert deﬁnes the OPRML.
Deﬁnition 3. The Object-Oriented Probabilistic Relational Modelling Language, L, can be divided into a relational
component RC (which is the equivalent of a typed relational language) and a probabilistic component PC. The RC consists of
the following elements:
 A set of classes, C ¼ fC1;C2; . . . ;Cng;
 A partial ordering over C;v, that deﬁnes the class hierarchy. Multiple inheritance is not accommodated in the language;
 A set of descriptive attributes, DC ¼ fd1; d2; . . . ; dng, for each class C 2 C. Attribute dx of class C1 is denoted C1  dx. Each
descriptive attribute has a domain type Dom½C1  dx ¼ C1 and a range type Range½C1  dx ¼ Val½C1:dx where Val½C1  dx
is a predeﬁned, ﬁnite, enumerated set of values, i.e., Val½C1  dx ¼ fVal1;Val2; . . . ;Valng;
 A set of complex attributes,1 UC ¼ f/1;/2; . . . ;/ng, for each class C 2 C. Attribute /x of class C1 is denoted C1  /x. Complex
attributes represent functional relationships between classes. Each complex attribute has a domain type Dom½C1  /x ¼ C1
and a range type Range½C1  /x ¼ Cy where Cy 2 C. These attributes are called complex to emphasize the fact that their values1 A note on attribute notation. The general format of an attribute name is I  c  d (or C  c  d), where I is the instance (or C is the class), c is a possibly empty
attribute chain and d is the descriptive attribute at the end of the attribute chain. Attribute chains are used to describe the dependence of one attribute on
another attribute which belongs to another instance of another class. An attribute chain, denoted c, is a possibly empty sequence of complex attributes such
that for all i, Range½/i ¼ Dom½/iþ 1. Only the last attribute in the attribute chain can be a descriptive attribute. The elements of a attribute chain will be
members of UC . For descriptive attributes, c ¼ ; and for complex attributes, c– ;.
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an inverse, which is interpreted as the inverse function of /. If Dom½C1  / ¼ C1 and Range½C1  / ¼ Cy, then Dom½Cy  /1 ¼
Cy and Range½Cy  /1 ¼ C1.
The probabilistic component details the probabilistic dependencies between attributes in the language. More formally,
the PC consists of:
 For each class C 2 C, a conditional probability model for each descriptive attribute dx 2 DC , Pðdx j Pa½dxÞ where
Pa½dx ¼ fPa1;Pa2; . . . ;Pang is the set of parents of dx. Attributes do not need to have an associated probability model, if
they are not dependent on any other attribute.
From Deﬁnition 3, it can be seen that the relational component of an OPRML (i.e. the classes, descriptive and complex
attributes and the partial ordering over the classes) can be easily mapped into a frame-based representation. Frames are
a knowledge representation technique which represents entities and situations through structured objects with a set of attri-
butes. Their modular organization of information according to meaningful entities and their ability to capture common traits
of many individuals provide a convenient language for representing large, complex, highly structured domains. We chose a
frame-based representation system to implement our OPRM classes and instances because frames:
 Allow us to easily retain the object-oriented nature of the classes;
 Have the concepts of simple and complex slots into which we can easily map our descriptive and complex attributes (dis-
cussed further in this section);
 Have the concepts of class inheritance and frame hierarchies into which we can map the concept of our partial ordering
over OPRM classes; and
 Are easily implemented (such as in MATLAB, the language in which we conducted our experimentation).
The basic unit of a frame is a slot. A slot may have a slot value. There are two types of slots: simple and complex. Simple
slots represent variables with mutually exclusive states while complex slots reference another frame instance. The simple
slots equate to the OPRML descriptive attributes while the complex slots map to the OPRML complex attributes. Each slot
is subdivided into multiple facets.
The partial ordering between classes speciﬁed as part of the OPRML relational component deﬁnes an inheritance hierar-
chy. A class inherits all the attributes, including the probability models, from its super class. Subclasses can redeﬁne any
inherited information of any attribute including the probability model. This inheritance mechanism facilitates model reuse
by allowing common features of a group of objects to be captured in a common super class.Quality 
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The conditional probability model of an OPRML class captures the probabilistic dependence of the class on both its own attri-
butes and the attributes of related classes. The descriptive attributes describe how an attribute of a class depends on other
attributes of the same class while the complex attributes describe how the classes in the language are related. The proba-
bilistic class model represents a generic dependence i.e. the classes provide a ‘template’ for a probability distribution. Any
instance of a particular class will implicitly inherit the dependency model for each attribute of that class.
Standard frame deﬁnitions do not incorporate uncertainty. Therefore the frames need to be annotated with the probabi-
listic component for the OPRML class. That is, each slot needs to contain information about how the attribute it represents
depends on other slots of the same and related frames. This probabilistic model is incorporated into the frame using the
frame’s facets. Facets are a natural mechanism to represent the probabilistic model as a probabilistic model can be viewed
as a generalization of a value restriction and value restrictions are traditionally represented in frame facets.
The probabilistic model is incorporated into the frame using four new facets: domain, range, parents and distribution.
The domain facet speciﬁes the class the slot is in. The range facet deﬁnes the values the slot can take. The range can either
be simple (for a descriptive attribute) or complex (for a complex attribute). The range of a descriptive attribute is an explic-
itly enumerated set. The range of a complex attribute is another frame instance. Complex slots have an additional Imports
facet which lists all the attributes from related frames which can be accessed within the frame. The Parents facet lists any
attributes on which the slot depends. Parents can include other attributes of the same frame or attributes of related frames.
The distribution facet speciﬁes the probability distribution over the attribute’s possible values (speciﬁed in the range facet)
conditioned by the parent attributes. The distribution is speciﬁed as a conditional probability table (CPT). A slot whose va-
lue is not uncertain does not have a probability distribution associated with it. By using facets (a standard frame represen-
tation tool) to express the probabilistic component for the OPRML class, virtually any existing frame system could be
annotated with probabilistic information using this approach. Fig. 4 shows an example of how the probabilistic model
is incorporated within a frame structure using facets for one of the classes used in the University example discussed in
Section 3.
2.2. OPRML in context
An OPRML can be viewed as either:
 Annotating a relational logic language with probability;
 Extending traditional attribute-based BNs to incorporate the concepts of objects and relations; or
 Extending OOBNs to incorporate a richer relational structure (as they already incorporate the concept of objects).Class Paper 
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Fig. 4. An example of how the probabilistic information can be incorporated within a frame structure using facets. (a) A traditional frame; (b) an OPRML
class.
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possible values of the attributes within the class. A descriptive attribute of the OPRML class is a node in the OOBN. It
has a range of possible values, a set of parents and a CPD. As an OOBN, the OPRML class contains input, output and
protected nodes. Together the input and output nodes form the interface, j, of the class. The class interface d-separates
the encapsulated nodes from the rest of the network. Fig. 3 is an example of how an OPRML class can be viewed as an
OOBN.
The OPRML for a domain is a formal probabilistic ontology for the domain. Ontologies are often used to conceptualize the
problem space and support reasoning processes. Ontologies are typically based on classical logic and so are unable to deal
with uncertain data. However, probabilistic ontologies are a new area of research. A probabilistic ontology is deﬁned as an
explicit, formal knowledge representation that expresses knowledge about a domain where knowledge includes the types
of entities2 that exist in the domain, the properties of those entities, the relationships among entities and the uncertainty about
the knowledge [42].2.3. Multi-valued complex attributes
Complex attributes do not necessarily represent one-to-one relationships. These attributes can be multi-valued,
representing one-to-many and many-to-many relationships. That is, a multi-valued complex attribute can refer to a
set of objects with Range½/. However, the parents of a descriptive attribute must be descriptive attributes. In order to
allow descriptive attributes to depend on attributes of related instances where the relation is multi-valued, an aggregate
attribute is introduced into the class containing the multi-valued attribute. Aggregate attributes allow descriptive
attributes to depend on the set of instances via an aggregate property of the set, rather than each individually related
instance.
Deﬁnition 4. An aggregate attribute, Aggregateð/Þ, is a descriptive attribute which summarizes a property of a set of related
instances. The members of the set of related instances can not be accessed directly; they can only be accessed using the
aggregate attribute. Thus attributes other than aggregate attributes cannot depend directly on multi-valued complex
attributes.
Recall that an OPRML class can be seen as an OOBN, representing the probabilistic model of the attributes within the class.
An aggregate attribute is represented in this OOBN by a node. As a descriptive attribute, an aggregate attribute has a set of
parents, which includes each related instance, and a distribution that speciﬁes the conditional probability over its values,
given the values of its parents. Examples of aggregating functions include sum, mode, mean, max, min, count, etc. Examples
of the use of aggregate attributes are provided in Section 3.2.2.4. An OPRML knowledge base
As discussed in Section 2.1, modelling a domain begins by a domain expert selecting the entities and relations that are
signiﬁcant to the problem i.e. deﬁning the OPRML. The resulting set of classes represents the potential entities and relation-
ships in the domain and forms our probabilistic ontology from which the KB is constructed. When a particular entity is being
modelled, an instance of the class is created as appropriate to the context of the instance i.e. the relationships between this
instance and others. This instance inherits all the information from its super class, but the values of attributes may be more
fully speciﬁed by including speciﬁc knowledge about the instance. If the exact value of the attribute is not known, the attri-
bute takes on the possible values speciﬁed in the generic class. If an observation is made, a value is assigned to the attribute,
thereby conditioning the probability distribution of the instance.
As will be discussed in Section 2.6, an OPRM deﬁnes a probability distribution, PðxÞ, over the set of possible worlds. To
ensure that the probability distribution over possible worlds is unique and consistent (and possible to calculate), we place
some restrictions on the logical syntax of OPRML KBs. An OPRML KB consists of a set of:
 OPRML classes, C ¼ fC1;C2; . . . ; Cng;
 Named instances, I ¼ fI1; I2; . . . ; Ing and a set of generic, unnamed instances Z ¼ fZ1; Z2; . . . ; Zng, which represent
named and unnamed instantiations of the OPRML classes respectively. Each instance has an associated type, C½I,
which is a class in C. As multiple inheritance is not currently accommodated in the OPRML, each instance is an
instance of exactly one class;
 Inverse statements on classes of the form inverseð/x;/yÞ where Dom½/x ¼ Range½/y and Dom½/y ¼ Range½/x; and
 Instance statements on named instances of the form I  / ¼ J where J is another named instance and the type of J, C½J,
is Range½I  /. An instance statement of I  / ¼ J means that in all possible worlds the value of I  / is J. Instance state-
ments set the values of complex attributes (i.e. they connect instances in the knowledge base).2 In this context the term entity refers to any concept (real or ﬁctitious, concrete or abstract) that can be described and reasoned about within the domain of
application.
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tation technique very ﬂexible. In domains where the conﬁguration changes frequently, all that is required is to change the
instance statements; the classes remain the same. To avoid isomorphism, the OPRML makes the unique names assumption,
which means that each object in the knowledge base is assumed to have a unique identiﬁer (i.e. there is no uncertainty about
the identity of the objects).
Given a set of instances, the class probability models can be combined into a network by taking the uncertain attributes as
nodes and introducing directed edges from parents to children. Whenever the constructed network is acyclic, the network is
a Bayesian network. It is referred to as the ‘equivalent (ﬂat) BN’ of the OPRML KB.
Deﬁnition 5. A query on the KB is deﬁned by a set of query variables Q and a set of evidence variables E on the KB and an
assignment of e to E.2.5. Object-Oriented Probabilistic Relational Models
Deﬁnition 6. A model constructed using a knowledge base expressed in the OPRML is called an Object-Oriented
Probabilistic Relational Model (OPRM), K.
From [43], the semantics of any FOPL is based on the idea that each model generated from a FOPL KB should be viewed as
a probability measure over the possible worlds deﬁned by the constant, function and predicate symbols of the
knowledgebase. Thus the OPRMs generated from an OPRML KB deﬁne a joint probability distribution, PðxÞ, over the set
of all possible worlds.3
A logical interpretation, x, for the OPRML consists of:
 A set of objects O (which could include named and generic unnamed instances);
 For each class C 2 C, a subset OC #O, where OC represents the set of objects of class C;
 A value Val½d] for each descriptive attribute O  d where O 2 O;
 For each complex slot O  /, an element of ORange½/; and
 A label L for each instance and for each L, an element ofOC½L, where C½L is the associated class of the instance that label L
refers to. In the remainder of this paper, we do not make a distinction between an instance I or Z and its label L.
The joint probability distribution over the set of possible worlds is deﬁned as:3 Typ
interpre
interpre
worlds.
4 As
attributPðx j KÞ ¼
Y
C2C
Y
d2DC
Y
O2OC
PðO  d j Pa½O  dÞ: ð2ÞIt can be seen from this equation that if the set of objects and the relations between them are ﬁxed, the OPRM deﬁnes the
probability distribution over the attributes of the objects in the model. Given a complete KB, i.e. one that ﬁxes a unique struc-
ture for the model, the probability of a sentence being true is deﬁned as the sum of probabilities of all the possible worlds in
which the sentence is true. Because of the size of the space, is it not usually practical to deﬁne PðxÞ by explicitly enumerating
all possible worlds. OPRML combines logic and probability in a factored fashion, by deﬁning a set of smaller distributions
over different aspects of the possible worlds which can then be combined to produce PðxÞ.
2.6. Coherence of the probability model
Recall from Deﬁnition 1 that in order for the probability distribution deﬁned by a BN to be coherent, it’s directed graph
must be acyclic. In the same way, for the probability distribution deﬁned by an OPRM to be coherent, the OPRM’s directed
graph must be acyclic. The Coloured Class Dependency Graph (CCDG) method proposed by [44] for PRMs is generic enough
to be also applicable to OPRMs.
Deﬁnition 7 (Following [44]). For all C 2 C, a Coloured Class Dependence Graph (CCDG) has a node for each descriptive
attribute d 2 DC with a probabilistic dependency4 and the following edges:
 For all C1  dy 2 Pa½C1  dx, a yellow edge from C1  dy to C1  dx;
 For all C1  c  dy 2 Pa½C1  dxwhere C2 ¼ Range½C1  c and c is guaranteed to be acyclic from prior domain knowledge, a
green edge from C2  dy to C1  dx;ically a language has formal semantics in terms of the probability distributions over the logical interpretations of the language. Then, given the KB, those
tations under which all the sentences of the KB are true are the possible worlds. Since an OPRM is generated from the OPRML KB, it is those
tations of the OPRML which are consistent with the KB. Therefore an OPRML KB deﬁnes a joint probability distribution PðxÞ over the set of all possible
mentioned in Deﬁnition 3, attributes do not need to have an associated probability model, if they are not dependent on any other attribute. If an
e is not dependant on any other attribute, it does not appear in the CCDG.
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edge, a red edge from C2  dy to C1  dx.
Thus the nodes of a CCDG are the descriptive attributes of the OPRML classes and the directed links represent all pos-
sible parent–child dependencies among the attributes. Yellow edges represent intra class dependencies. Green and red
edges allow the knowledge engineer to utilize prior knowledge of the domain to assert whether an inter class dependency
is guaranteed to be acyclic or not. Green edges represent inter class dependencies which are guaranteed to be acyclic based
on prior knowledge. Red edges represent inter class dependencies which are not guaranteed to be acyclic based on prior
knowledge. There may be several edges, perhaps with different colours, between two attributes. The use of green and red
edges allows the knowledge engineer to constrain the relational structure of the language in such a way as to preclude
cycles.
The CCDG of an OPRML must be acyclic for the OPRM generated from the OPRML KB to deﬁne a coherent probability dis-
tribution. The requirement of acyclicity is equivalent to a stratiﬁcation among the attributes of the different classes with the
requirement that the parents of an attribute precede it in the stratiﬁcation ordering.
Deﬁnition 8 (Following [44]). A coloured class dependency graph is stratiﬁed if every cycle in the graph contains one green
edge and no red edges.
If the CCDG is stratiﬁed for the OPRML then the equivalent BN of the OPRML KB is acyclic for every possible set of
instances and instance statements. So as soon as the OPRML is deﬁned, we are able to use the CCDG technique to ensure that
models built from the KB will be acyclic.
3. An example
In this section, we illustrate the use of the concepts outlined in the previous section for a simple university example. We
chose to use this university example rather than a military example to keep the discussion and evaluation of the conceptsFig. 5. The class diagrams for the university OPRML.
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we revisit the situation assessment application, analyzing the advantages and limitations of the various model construction
algorithms in the context of this application.3.1. The university domain
The problem we wish to address in our example is the evaluation of the promotion prospects of university academics
based upon their teaching skills, brilliance, productivity and the impact of their publications. The entities we consider to
be of importance in this example are the lecturer, the papers she/he writes and the conferences to which the papers are sub-
mitted. The impact a paper has is affected by whether it was accepted to the conference, its quality and the prestige of the
conference. Whether a paper has been accepted to a conference is affected by the standard of the conference and the quality
of the paper. The quality of the paper is affected by the brilliance of the author. A lecturer can write many papers; however,
each paper in the domain is unique and has been submitted to exactly one conference. Fig. 2 shows the BN for the University
domain modeling the promotion prospects of a lecturer who has written three papers and submitted them to three different
conferences.3.2. The OPRML
The set of classes for the University OPRML is C = {Physical Entity, Person, Lecturer, Publication, Paper, Event, Conference}.
Fig. 5 shows the class diagrams for the Lecturer, Paper and Conference classes. The partial ordering over C is shown in Fig. 6.
The set of descriptive attributes for the Physical Entity class is DPhysical Entity ¼ fNameg while the set of complex attributes is
UPhysical Entity ¼ ;. The set of descriptive attributes for the Person class is DPerson ¼ fAgeg while the set of complex attributes is
UPerson ¼ ;.
The papers attribute in the Lecturer class is a multi-valued complex attribute. Each value the attribute can assume is an
instance of the Paper class. However, the parents of a descriptive attribute, such as Lecturer.WillGetPromoted, must be
descriptive attributes. In order to allow descriptive attributes such as Lecturer.WillGetPromoted to depend on attributes
of related instances where the relation is multi-valued, the Aggregate(Papers) attribute is introduced into the Lecturer class.
The value of Gump.Aggregate(Papers) will depend on the Impact attribute of the set of related Paper instances. The set of
possible values for this aggregate attribute is {False,True} and the value will be true if and only if more than half of the papers
written by Dr. Gump have a high impact i.e. true ifP 0:5jIPaperj (Paper.Impact:high) where IPaper is the set of Paper instances
and jIPaperj is the number of Paper instances.
The set of descriptive attributes for the Lecturer class is DLecturer ¼ fName;Age; Salary;Aggregate ðPapersÞ;
Productivity;Tired;Brilliance;Teaching Skills;Will Get Promotedg while the set of complex attributes is ULecturer ¼ fPapersg.
The set of descriptive attributes for the Publication class is DPublication ¼ fNameg while the set of complex attributes is
UPublication ¼ fAuthorg. The set of descriptive attributes for the Paper class is DPaper ¼ fName;Accepted; Impact;Qualitygwhile
the set of complex attributes is UPaper ¼ fAuthor;Conferenceg.
The set of descriptive attributes for the Event class DEvent ¼ fName;Date; Locationg while the set of complex attributes is
UEvent ¼ ;. The set of descriptive attributes for the Conference class DConference ¼ fName;Date; Location; Standard;Prestigeg
while the set of complex attributes is UConference ¼ ;.
As mentioned in Deﬁnition 3, attributes don’t have to have an associated probability distribution, for example, the Name,
Age and Salary attributes of the Lecturer class and the Name attribute of the Paper class and the Name, Date and Location
attributes of the Conference class.3.3. The interfaces
As mentioned in Section 2.2, an OPRML class can be viewed an OOBN where each probabilistic attribute in the OPRML
class is a node in the OOBN. Fig. 3 provides an illustration of how the Paper class from the University Domain OPRML
can be viewed as an OOBN. The three classes in our University OPRML which have a probabilistic model are the Lecturer,
Paper and Conference classes. The interface of the Lecturer class is jLecturer ¼ fBrilliance; Impactg. The interface for the Paper
class is jPaper ¼ fBrilliance;Prestige; Standard; Impactg and the interface for the Conference class is jConference ¼ fPrestige;
Standardg.Person Publication 
Paper Lecturer 
Physical Entity 
Conference 
Event 
Fig. 6. The partial ordering over the classes for the university domain.
Quality 
Impact 
Accepted 
Paper 
Productivity 
Tired 
Teaching Skills 
Will Get Promoted 
Brilliance 
Lecturer 
Standard 
Prestige 
Conference 
Aggregate(Papers) 
Fig. 7. The coloured class dependency diagram for the OPRML for the university domain. The yellow links are indicated by solid white lines. The red links
are indicated by solid black lines.
Instance Paper[2]
Superclass Publication
Name ‘Shrimp Trawling Made Easy’ 
Author Dr Gump 
Conference IJCAI07
Accepted
Quality
Impact
Domain Paper
Range Low, Medium, High 
Parents Author.Brilliance 
Distribution [1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1] 
Domain Paper
Range False, True 
Parents Quality,
Conference.Standard
Distribution [0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1…] 
Domain Paper
Range Low, Medium, High 
Parents Accepted, Quality, 
Conference.Prestige
Distribution [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0…] 
Domain Paper
Range Lecturer
Parents
Distribution
Imports Brilliance
Domain Paper
Range Conference
Parents
Distribution
Imports Prestige, Standard 
Instance IJCAI07
Superclass Event
Name IJCAI07
Date Jan 6-12 
Location Hyderabad, India 
Standard
Prestige Domain Conference
Range Low, Medium, High 
Parents
Distribution [0.33 0.33 0.33] 
Domain Conference
Range Low, Medium, High 
Parents
Distribution [0.33 0.33 0.33] 
Instance ECAI06
Superclass Event
Name ECAI06
Date Aug 28-Sept 1 
Location Riva del Garda, Italy 
Standard
Prestige Domain Conference
Range Low, Medium, High 
Parents
Distribution [0.33 0.33 0.33] 
Domain Conference
Range Low, Medium, High 
Parents
Distribution [0.33 0.33 0.33] 
Instance FLAIRS06
Superclass Event
Name FLAIRS06
Date May 11-13 
Location Florida, USA 
Standard
Prestige Domain Conference
Range Low, Medium, High 
Parents
Distribution [0.33 0.33 0.33] 
Domain Conference
Range Low, Medium, High 
Parents
Distribution [0.33 0.33 0.33] 
Instance Paper[1]
Superclass Publication
Name ‘Life is Like a Box of Chocolates’ 
Author Dr Gump 
Conference FLAIRS06
Accepted
Quality
Impact
Domain Paper
Range Low, Medium, High 
Parents Author.Brilliance 
Distribution [1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1] 
Domain Paper
Range False, True 
Parents Quality,
Conference.Standard
Distribution [0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1…]
Domain Paper
Range Low, Medium, High 
Parents Accepted, Quality, 
Conference.Prestige
Distribution [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0…] 
Domain Paper
Range Lecturer
Parents
Distribution
Imports Brilliance
Domain Paper
Range Conference
Parents
Distribution
Imports Prestige, Standard 
Instance Paper[3]
Superclass Publication
Name ‘Running Across America’ 
Author Dr Gump 
Conference ECAI06
Accepted
Quality
Impact
Domain Paper
Range Low, Medium, High 
Parents Author.Brilliance 
Distribution [1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1] 
Domain Paper
Range False, True 
Parents Quality,
Conference.Standard
Distribution [0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1…]
Domain Paper
Range Low, Medium, High 
Parents Accepted, Quality, 
Conference.Prestige
Distribution [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0…] 
Domain Paper
Range Lecturer
Parents
Distribution
Imports Brilliance
Domain Paper
Range Conference
Parents
Distribution
Imports Prestige, Standard 
Instance Gump 
Superclass Person 
Name Dr Gump 
Age 54 
Salary $54000
Papers {Paper[1], Paper[2], Paper[3]} 
Aggregate(Papers)
Productivity
Tired
Brilliance
Teaching Skills 
Will Get Promoted 
Domain Lecturer
Range Paper
Parents
Distribution
Imports Impact
Domain Lecturer
Range False, True 
Parents Paper.Impact 
Distribution [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1….] 
Domain Lecturer
Range False, True 
Parents Aggregate(Papers),Brilliance,
Productivity,TeachingSkills
Distribution [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1….] 
Domain Lecturer
Range Low, Medium, High 
Parents
Distribution [0.33 0.33 0.33] 
Domain Lecturer
Range False, True 
Parents Productivity
Distribution [1 0.3 0 0 0.7 1.0] 
Domain Lecturer
Range Low, Medium, High 
Parents
Distribution [0.33 0.33 0.33] 
Domain Lecturer
Range Low, Medium, High 
Parents
Distribution [0.33 0.33 0.33] 
Fig. 8. A graphical representation of the OPRM KB for the university example.
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The CCDG for the OPRML for the University Domain is shown in Fig. 7. This graph is clearly stratiﬁed as there are no cycles
in the graph and the parents of all attributes precede the children in the ordering. Because the CCDG is stratiﬁed, the prob-
abilistic model deﬁned by our example OPRML is coherent.3.5. The OPRML KB
The KB will include the:
 Set of classes, C = {Physical Entity, Person, Lecturer, Publication, Paper, Event, Conference};
 Set of instances, I = {Dr. Gump, Paper[1], Paper[2], Paper[3], FLAIRS06, IJCAI07, ECAI06};
Instance Paper[2]
Superclass Publication
Name ‘Shrimp Trawling Made Easy’
Author Dr Gump
Conference IJCAI07
Accepted True
Quality High
Impact High
Instance IJCAI07
Superclass Event
Name IJCAI07
Date Jan 6-12
Location Hyderabad, India
Standard High
Prestige High
Instance ECAI06
Superclass Event
Name ECAI06
Date Aug 28-Sept 1
Location Riva del Garda, Italy
Standard High
Prestige High
Instance FLAIRS06
Superclass Event
Name FLAIRS06
Date May 11-13
Location Florida, USA
Standard High
Prestige High
Instance Paper[1]
Superclass Publication
Name ‘Life is Like a Box of Chocolates’
Author Dr Gump
Conference FLAIRS06
Accepted True
Quality High
Impact High
Instance Paper[3]
Superclass Publication
Name ‘Running Across America’
Author Dr Gump
Conference ECAI06
Accepted True
Quality High
Impact High
Instance Gump
Superclass Person
Name Dr Gump
Age 54
Salary $54000
Papers {Paper[1], Paper[2], Paper[3]}
Aggregate(Papers) True
Productivity High
Tired True
Brilliance High
Teaching Skills High
Will Get Promoted True
Fig. 9. A graphical representation of a possible world for the university OPRML.
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Conference ¼ ECAI06; Paper½1:Author ¼ Dr: Gump; Paper½2:Author ¼ Dr: Gump; Paper½3:Author ¼ Dr: Gump; Gump:
Papers ¼ fPaper½1; Paper½2; Paper½3gg; and
 The set of inverse statements, SINV;¼ inverseðLecturer:Paper;Paper:AuthorÞ. Note the Paper.Conference does not have an
inverse in the Conference class.
The unique names assumption is employed which means that each object in the knowledge base is assumed to have a
unique identiﬁer. Fig. 8 shows a graphical representation of the KB.
3.6. The OPRM
Because the set of objects and the relations between them are ﬁxed in the KB, an OPRM generated from this KB deﬁnes the
probability distribution over the attributes of the instances of the model (which can be seen from Eq. (2)). An OPRM is gen-
erated from the KB using one of the model construction techniques discussed in Section 6. What the produced model looks
like will depend on the model construction algorithm used. This is discussed further in Section 6.
3.7. A possible world
Fig. 9 shows a graphical representation of a possible world for the OPRML using a frame representation.4. Techniques for representing uncertainty
In the university example discussed in the previous section, the set of entities and the relationships between them were
known (for example, we knewwhich conferences each of the papers was submitted to). For our OPRML, this meant that com-
plete relational structure was known and we did not require any uncertainty representation techniques. In this section, we
expand on the capabilities of the OPRML for representing various types of uncertainty. The techniques, which are adapted
from [2], are useful when the knowledge about the relational structure of the classes is incomplete.
4.1. Number uncertainty
Number uncertainty is present when it is unknown how many values a multi-valued complex attribute can take. For
example, it may be uncertain how many papers a lecturer has written. Number uncertainty allows the set of instances in
the model to be varied. Semantically it means that the number of values which the attribute can take varies from possible
world to possible world. Number uncertainty is integrated into the probabilistic model of a class by introducing a number
attribute to the class containing the multi-valued attribute.
Deﬁnition 9. A number attribute, numð/Þ, is a descriptive attribute with the range equal to the set of integers
f1 . . .maxðnumð/ÞÞg where maxðnumð/ÞÞ is the upper bound. Numð/Þ denotes the number of values of /.
A number attribute is represented in the class OOBN by a node. As a descriptive attribute, a number attribute has a set of
parents and a distribution that speciﬁes the conditional probability over its values, given the values of its parents. For exam-
ple, the number of Papers written by a Dr. Gump, num(Papers), could depend on his productivity, Gump.Productivity. Recall
from Section 2.3 that we access the values of a multi-valued complex attribute by using an aggregate attribute. Now, under
number uncertainty, the number of values the multi-valued complex attribute can assume is varied. Thus the value of the
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value of Gump.Aggregate(Papers) will depend on the number attribute Gump.num(Papers) as well as the Impact attribute
of the set of related Paper instances.
4.2. Reference uncertainty
Reference uncertainty is uncertainty over the value of a single-valued complex attribute. For example: it may be uncer-
tain which conference Paper[1] was submitted to. This means that there is uncertainty over which Conference frame in-
stance the Paper[1].Conference complex attribute refers to. In this case, which value of Standard and Prestige should be
used to determine the impact of the paper? Reference uncertainty allows the relationships between instances to be varied.
Semantically this means that the possible worlds can vary according to the relations which hold among objects, which deter-
mine in turn the probabilistic inﬂuences among the descriptive attributes.
In this discussion C1  / (e.g. Paper[1].Conference) is an uncertain complex attribute with domain C2 (e.g. Conference). In
the case of reference uncertainty, we need to specify a probability model for the value of the uncertain complex attribute
C1  / (e.g. Paper[1].Conference). That is if the range of C1  / is the set of instances I of class C2, we need to specify a prob-
ability distribution over the set of all instances in I. Instead of having the OPRML class specify a probability distribution di-
rectly over the set of instances of C2 (i.e. Conference[1]-Conference[10]), a technique introduced by [44] for PRMs offers a
more general and compact representation. The technique partitions the instances of C2 into subsets using other attributes
of C2 and then represents the probability of the values of C1  / by specifying the probability distribution over the possible
partitions. The probability distribution over the partitions encodes how likely the complex attributes value is to fall into one
partition versus another. Instances are then selected uniformly from within these partitions. Thus reference uncertainty is
integrated into the probabilistic model of a class by associating each uncertain complex attribute / of the class with a selec-
tor attribute selð/Þ.
Deﬁnition 10 (Following [44]). Let C1  / be a complex attribute with range C2. A selector attribute selð/Þ is a descriptive
attribute where the values are a ﬁnite enumerated set of frame instances.
The partition function [44] is deﬁned asH/ : C2 ! Dom½H/ where Dom½H/ is a ﬁnite set of labels. The values of the par-
tition function, h, determine the subset of C2 from which the value of / will be selected. The domain of the selector attribute
is Dom½H/. Thus the choice of value for selð/Þ determines the subset of C2 from which the value of / is chosen. A partition
function has a set of partition attributes q ¼ fq1;q2; . . . ;qng for /. The parents of selð/Þ are those attributes/attribute chains
which inﬂuence the choice of a frame instance as the value of /. There can be more than one selector attribute.
A selector attribute is represented in the class OOBN by a node. In addition to the selector attribute node, a multiplexor
node is introduced into the class. The set of parents for the multiplexor node include the selector attribute and the relevant
attribute from all instances of the related frame (e.g. the Conference.Standard node for each instance of Conference). The
multiplexor node uses the probability distribution of the selector attribute to select as its value the value of one of its other
parents.
To continue our University example, uncertainty over which conference Paper[1] was submitted to would result in Pa-
per[1].Accepted being dependent on all possible combinations of Conference.Standard values for the uncertain Conference
attribute. The value of the Paper[1].Conference could be one of several Conference instances depending on the value of
the selector attribute. Suppose now that the Prestige attribute of the Conference class has a Range[Pres-
tige] = {low,medium,high}. The set of Conference instances could be partitioned based on the Prestige attribute. In this case
q[Paper.Conference] = {Prestige} andHPaper:Conference : Conference! flow;medium;highg. The CPD for the selector attri-
bute could be [0.1 0.6 0.3], i.e., it is 30% likely that the paper was accepted by a prestigious conference, 60% likely that the
paper was accepted by a conference with a medium level prestige and 10% likely the paper was accepted by a conference
with a low prestige. Fig. 10 shows how the conference instances could be partitioned based on the Prestige attribute while
Fig. 11 shows the BOOBN which would be produced including the selector and multiplexor nodes.
When using selector attributes, the probability distribution over the interpretations is deﬁned as [44]:Pðx j KÞ ¼
Y
C2C
Y
d2DC
Y
O2OC
PðO  d j Pa½O  dÞ 
Y
/2/C ;y¼C/
PðC  selð/Þ ¼ hy j Pa½C  selð/ÞÞ
j Ohy j
; ð3Þwhere hy represents a particular partition that the partition function assigns yð¼ C  /Þ to and Ohy represents the set of objects
in the KB which fall into partition hy. Thus the last section of the equation gives the probability that y will fall into a particular
partition given its parents divided by the number of objects in the KB which fall into that particular partition. Note that this
distribution is not well deﬁned if there are no objects in the partition (as the denominator will be zero).
4.3. Existence uncertainty
The OPRML allows both entities and the relations to be represented by classes. Existence uncertainty occurs when it is
uncertain whether a relationship exists between entities. Semantically existence uncertainty means that the possible worlds
can vary according to the relationships which exist between entities: we model the probability that certain relationships
C1.Standard
C3.PrestigeC2.PrestigeC1.Prestige
C2.Standard
sel(Conferences)
Conferences.Prestige
Conferences.Standard
Standard Prestige C1 Standard Prestige C2
Standard Prestige C3 Standard Prestige C10
…
C10.Prestige
… C10.StandardC3.Standard
…
Fig. 11. An example of the equivalent BOOBNs which would be used to determine the value of the Conference.Prestige and Conference.Standard in the case
of reference uncertainty. In this case, the jIPaperj = 10, jIConferencej = 10 and jILecturerj = 1.
ϕ2
C4 C5
C7 C10
C3
C8 C9
ϕ3
C2
C6 
ϕ1
C1 
Fig. 10. An example of how the conferences could be partitioned based on the prestige attribute where u1 is the set of conferences with low prestige, u2 is
the set of conferences with medium prestige and u3 is the set of conferences with high prestige.
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presence of a relationship between entities in the battle space. Existence uncertainty is integrated into the probabilistic mod-
el of a class by introducing an existence attribute.
Deﬁnition 11. An existence attribute is a descriptive attribute whose value of {true, false} depends on the existence
attribute of all parents of the existence attribute.
An existence attribute is represented in the class OOBN by a node. A class exhibiting existence uncertainty is called unde-
termined and each instance of the class contains an existence attribute. For classes that are determined, the value of the exis-
tence attribute is always true.
5. Discussion
In this section, we present a discussion of the advantages of the OPRML over ﬁrst order and probabilistic representation
and compare the OPRML against its most closely related language.
5.1. Advantages of OPRMs over ﬁrst order and probabilistic representations
The OPRML retains the key advantages of BNs and relational logic (namely the ability to exploit the conditional indepen-
dence relationships and to describe the domain in terms of objects and relations) while overcoming their main drawbacks for
complex domains. The OPRML allows uncertain, complex domains to be modelled in a structured manner in terms of entities
and the relationships between them. It supports the decomposition of the complex systems into weakly interacting subsys-
tems. From a knowledge engineering point of view, this decomposition simpliﬁes the model construction process and makes
the resulting model more comprehensible to humans. From a knowledge representation viewpoint, this decomposition
allows compact speciﬁcation of the joint probability distribution over the set of all possible worlds.
While BNs are attribute-based models, the OPRML is class-based; it allows the speciﬁcation of probability models for clas-
ses of objects rather than just for individual random variables. This probability model captures the probabilistic dependence
of the class on both its own attributes and the attributes of related classes. The descriptive attributes describe how an
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language are related. The probabilistic class model represents a generic dependence i.e. the classes provide a ‘template’ for a
probability distribution. Because the OPRML deﬁnes the dependency models at the class level, they can be reused for any
object of that class. This ability to deﬁne the dependency models at the class level is one of the most important advantages
of the OPRML over between traditional BNs. Because the OPRML incorporates the concept of classes and objects, it allows
reasoning about groups of objects or relationships.
The OPRML allows knowledge to be represented in a generic, structured and ﬂexible fashion. It does not have a predeﬁned
set of random variables or a ﬁxed topology and is able to represent uncertainty about the existence, number and conﬁgura-
tion of objects. These types of uncertainties are crucial in modelling real world domains such as the tactical military domain.
The generic, structured representation takes advantage of the inherent structure in the domain and maximizes the potential
for reuse at the knowledge representation and inference levels. Inference algorithms are able to take advantage of the struc-
ture of the model by localizing the probabilistic computations within the objects; the interface of an object d-separates the
encapsulated attributes from the rest of the network. There is also potential for the reuse of computations between objects
by exploiting the fact that objects of the same class may have the same probability model.
The inheritance mechanism of the ORPML takes advantage of the structure of the domain and facilitates model reuse on
the knowledge representation level by allowing common features (for example, the dependency model) of a group of objects
to be captured in a common super class.
As will be discussed in Section 6, representing the information in the KB using the OPRML allows the process of
model construction to be automated, allowing query or non-query speciﬁc models to be dynamically constructed from an
OPRML KB.
5.2. OPRMs and PRMs in context
In this section, we compare the OPRML against its most closely related language: Probabilistic Relational Models (PRMs).
PRMs are a formal knowledge representation language which were ﬁrst developed by [2] and later reﬁned by [3,44]. Both
PRMs and OPRML are FOPLs which integrate probabilistic information with a relational logic representation. In both lan-
guages, models of the domain are constructed from the KBs and classes of the language correspond to OOBN. However, while
an OPRML class equates to a BOOBN, a PRM class equates to a KPOOBN. This is the most important difference between the
two languages and it has strong implications for the techniques which can be used to construct models from the KBs and
perform inference.
The main difference between the BOOBN and KPOOBN frameworks is that BOOBNs use reference nodes and reference links
to overcome the problem that no node inside a class can have parents outside the class. A reference node is a special type of
node that points to a node in another scope (called the referenced node) and is bound to its referenced node by a reference
link. In the BOOBN framework, all input nodes are reference nodes.
While these reference nodes create an additional computational cost, they provide several important beneﬁts. The use of
reference nodes:
 Means that the interface of an OPRM class is fully speciﬁed once the class is deﬁned. (i.e. at design time). Since KPOOBNs
do not use reference nodes, a PRM class does not have a single, clearly deﬁned interface. The interface depends on how
other objects refer to it in the particular query under consideration. For example, the Imports facet of the Papers attribute
in the Lecturer class deﬁnes the attributes from the Paper class which the Lecturer class can access (namely Paper.Impact).
However, fromwithin Lecturer, it is not known how Paper depends on the Lecturer (or any other) class. This information is
available only within the Paper class. Fig. 12 illustrates this difference between OPRMs and PRMs.
A KB is a mapping between the entities and relations in the problem domain and the computational objects and relations
used by the model construction and inference algorithms. As such, the choice of knowledge representation language can
inﬂuence the objects, relations and inferences available to the programmer. For example, because a PRM class does not
have a single, clearly deﬁned interface, the PRM algorithms must dynamically determine the interfaces of the classes at
run time. The model construction algorithms for OPRML KBs, however, take advantage of the fact that the class interfaces
are fully speciﬁed at design time (and therefore do not need to be dynamically determined) to utilize Bangsø’s plug and
play techniques [38,39] to create the OPRM. These plug and play techniques provide three main beneﬁts. Firstly, the ori-
ginal structure of the classes is maintained in the model, secondly reuse is facilitated at the inference level, and thirdly
efﬁciency is gained during any modiﬁcations required to a class dependency model by the utilization of Incremental Com-
pilation [45] techniques.
 Enables the BOOBN framework and hence the OPRML to have a more intuitive deﬁnition of inheritance for the modelling
domain. The KPOOBN inheritance deﬁnition corresponds to contravariance [46] while the BOOBN deﬁnition corresponds
to covariance[46]. Consider two classes, C1 and C2 where C2 is a sub class of class C1. KPOOBNs cannot handle ‘non-con-
nected input’ and because of this, an interface type of class C2, jC2 ¼ faC2; bC2g, is a subtype of an interface type of class C1,
jC1 ¼ faC1; bC1g if aC2# aC1 and bC1# bC2. This deﬁnition means that the set of input attributes for C2 is smaller than the set
of input attributes for C1. However, the set of output attributes for C2 is larger than the set of output attributes for C1.
Because BOOBNs include reference nodes for the input nodes which can be assigned default potentials, they have a more
intuitive inheritance deﬁnition where class C2 is a subclass of C1 if aC1# aC2 and bC1#bC2.
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Fig. 12. (a) The probabilistic (solid) and reference (dashed) relationships for the OPRML university example. Gray dashed nodes are output nodes, dashed
nodes are input nodes. (b) The equivalent PRM for the university domain. This diagram is drawn from the point of view of the Lecturer class and as such, it is
not known how other classes depend on attributes from the Lecturer class.
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we are able to use the CDG method to test for cycles as soon as the class deﬁnitions are ﬁnalized. The approach taken by [44]
however requires that the CDG be generated from the PRM because the relational schema does not contain information about
the parents of attributes. This information (along with the local probability models) is deﬁned in the PRM over the schema.
6. Model construction algorithms
In this section, we address the second criterion of List 1: how to efﬁciently construct a model of the domain from
the information in the KB (which is expressed using the OPRML). We present four novel algorithms for the automatic
compilation of domain models from the KB. The ﬁrst two algorithms are based on the knowledge-based model construction
approachand the remainingalgorithmsarebasedonanObject-OrientedBayesianNetwork instance tree triangulationmethod.
We will describe all the model construction algorithms using the following notation and conventions. We denote the set
of encapsulated attributes by e ¼ fe1; e2; . . . ; eng, the set of aggregate attributes by m ¼ fm1; m2; . . . ; mng, and the set of indirect
attributes by - ¼ f-1;-2; . . . ;-ng. The selector attribute for a given indirect attribute Ix  / is denoted by Ix:selð/Þ, and the
number attribute over a multi-valued Ix  /x by Ix:numðIx  /xÞ. An instance statement in the KB about attribute / of instance I
is denoted by SIðI  /Þ, and the set of instance statements for instance I is denoted by SIðIÞ.
6.1. The knowledge-based model construction algorithms
6.1.1. Query dependent KBMC algorithm
At design time, the dependency model for each class is speciﬁed. In general terms, at run time, starting with the list of
query variables, the KBMC algorithm uses the knowledge base to backward-chain along the dependency relationships in
the instances to construct a ﬂat BN on which it performs inference using a junction tree algorithm. More speciﬁcally, the
algorithm maintains a list of nodes to be processed (nodes), which initially contains the set of query variables
r ¼ fr1;r2; . . . ;rxg. During an iteration, the algorithm removes the ﬁrst node, n, from nodes (1) and adds this node to the
list of nodes for the complete model, nodesN. The algorithm then creates a node, nPa, for each parent pa of n (2). When a node
is created, its range, its parents and its CPD must be speciﬁed. If nPa is a descriptive attribute, it is simply added to nodes(10).
If nPa is a complex attribute (i.e. of the form Ix  /  d), the knowledge base instance statements are searched to ﬁnd any in-
stance statements relating to attribute Ix  /. If Ix  / is assigned a named instance Iy in the instance statements, (for example,
in the university model, Paper[1].Author = Gump), Iy is assigned to Iz (3). If there is no named instance in the KB, a generic,
unnamed instance, Ig, is created and added to the KB. This generic instance is assigned to Iz (4). A node is created for Iz  d and
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parents has been generated (6,8). How this parent list is generated depends on the type of nPa.
Algorithm 1. The query dependent OPRM KBMC algorithm (OPRM KBMCV1).
Algorithm KBMCV1(r;KB)
Initialize nodes r
while nodes–; do
(1) n = ﬁrst(nodes) ———————————————————-(*1*)
nodesN  nodesN [ n=  node list for complete model  =
nodes nodesn
forall Pa 2 Pa½ndo=  for all parents of n  =
if Pa R ðnodes [ nodesNÞ then
(2) create node nPa for Pa, denoted Ix:c  d
if c–; and Ix  / R - then
if 9SIðIx  /Þ in KB j Ix  / Iy in SIðIx  /Þ then
(3) Iz  Iy
else
create Ig, where VT½Ig ¼ VT½Ix  /]
add Ig to KB
(4) Iz  Ig end if
if Iz  d R nodes and Iz  d R nodesN then
create node nz for Iz  d
(5) nodes nodes [ nz end if
else if c–; and Ix  / 2 - then
Val½I:selð/Þ ¼ VT½I:selð/Þ
(6) =  generate Pa½nPa  =
forall Val 2 Val½I:selð/Þ do
if Val 2 I then
let Iy denote Val
Pa½nPa  Pa½nPa [ Iy  d end if
if Val 2 C then
let C denote Val
create Ig and add Ig to KB
Pa½nPa  Pa½nPa [ Ig  d end if
end forall
(7) nodes nodes [ nPa
else if c ¼ ; and Ix  d 2 m then
Ix  d is an aggregate attribute over Ix  /x
if 9 number uncertainty then
nmax ¼maxðVT½Ix:numðIx:/xÞÞ end if
(8) =  generate Pa½nPa  =
if 9SIðPa½nPaÞ in KB then
let Iy denote the instances j
Pa½nPa  Iy in SIðPa½nPaÞ
nactual ¼j Iy j
forall Iy 2 Iy do
Pa½nPa  Pa½nPa [ Iy  d end forall
if 9 number uncertainty _nmax > nactual then
for i ¼ mþ 1 to n do
create instance Ig
where VT½Ig ¼ VT½Ix  /
add Ig to KB
Pa½nPa  Pa½nPa [ Ig  d end for
end if end if
(9) nodes nodes [ nPa
else if (c ¼ ; and Ix  d R m) then
(10) nodes nodes [ nPa end if
end if end forall end while —————————————————(*2*)
Create Bayesian Network B from nodesN
end KBMCV1
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Fig. 13. An example of part of the network produced by the (a) PRM KBMC algorithm and (b) OPRM KBMC algorithm where FLAIRS is the conference to
which Paper[1] is submitted and Gump is the author of the paper.
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Firstly, this algorithm is query speciﬁc while the PRM KBMC algorithm is not. The second difference involves the way that
complex attributes are handled. In the PRM KBMC algorithm, when a complex attribute Ix  /  d is encountered, a node Iz  d is
created and added to the Bayesian network as a parent of the complex attribute Ix  /  d and the CPD of Ix  /  d is set to reﬂect
this relationship. Iz is either a named instance Iy (if there exists an instance statement in KB for such that Ix  / is assigned the
value IyÞ or a generic instance Ig where VT½Ig ¼ VT½Ix  /. In the BOOBN framework, however, reference nodes by deﬁnition
cannot have parents. Therefore in the OPRM KBMC algorithm, a node is created for Iz  d and this node is added to the network
and the Ix  /  d node is not. Fig. 13 provides an example of the resulting network. Fig. 18 shows that this technique results in
fewer nodes in the model.
6.1.2. Query independent KBMC algorithm
The OPRM KBMC algorithm can be made query independent by changing the initial value of nodes to be the set of all
descriptive attributes from all instances in the KB i.e. DKB ¼ fDI1;DI2; . . . ;DIng. Using this initial list, the algorithm produces
a situation rather than query speciﬁc model.
Algorithm 2. The query independent OPRM KBMC algorithm (OPRM KBMCV2).
Algorithm KBMCV2(r;KB)
Initialize nodes DKB
while nodes–; do
insert code (*1*) to (*2*)
end while
Create Bayesian Network B from nodesN
end KBMCV26.2. The junction tree construction algorithms
6.2.1. The junction tree construction algorithm version 1
At design time, the dependency model for each OPRML class is speciﬁed. These class speciﬁcations are used to create the
equivalent BOOBN for each class in the KB. This network is then translated directly into a ‘local’ junction tree. An interface
clique is created, which consists of all nodes in the class’s interface, j. This interface clique is connected into the local junc-
tion tree and any loops created during this process are removed. Thus at design time, each class is ‘precompiled’ into a local
junction tree and these local junction trees are stored in a cache. At run time, whenever an instance of a class is created, the
appropriate local junction tree is instantiated. The KB is searched for any instance statements applicable to the instance un-
der consideration and any required corrections to the local junction tree are made. A root clique for the model is created
which contains all the nodes in all the instances interfaces. Each local instance junction tree is then connected to the root
clique to create the ‘global junction tree’. Inference can then be performed using this global junction tree.
We denote the unrooted junction tree for class C by JTUC, the rooted junction tree for class C by JTRC, the set of cliques for
the class C by NC ¼ fn1; n2; . . . ; nng, and correspondingly use NUC for the set of cliques in the JTUC, NRC for the set of cliques in
the JTRC and NKB ¼ fNC1;NC1; . . . ;NCng for the set of cliques in the KB. The interface clique for the class is denoted by nj and the
root clique for the KB by nR. w represents the separator matrix.
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The JC version 2 algorithm (JCV2), varies from JCV1 in how the global junction tree is created. Instead of creating a root
clique and connecting each local instance junction tree to it, JCV2 connects the interface cliques of the individual local in-
stance junction trees as appropriate to form the global junction tree. In both algorithms, exact inference is performed on
the global junction tree using standard message passing techniques. The Design Time phase of the algorithm is the same
as the JCV1 algorithm. However, the Run Time Phase has several differences.
Algorithm 4. OPRM Junction Tree Construction Version 2 algorithm.
Algorithm JCV2(r;KB)
Runtime
forall I 2 I do
nodesI  nodesC where C ¼ VT½I, JTRI ¼ JTRC and NI ¼ NC
insert code (*3*) to (*4*)
nodesKB  nodesKB [ nodesI
NKB  NKB [ NI
end forall
Create wKB from wI
end JC
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In this section, we experimentally evaluate the model construction algorithms presented in Section 6. As part of this eval-
uation, we compare their performance against the Knowledge-Based Model Construction (KBMC) and Structured Variable
Elimination (SVE) algorithms developed for PRMs [2]. In Section 7.1, we provide a brief overview of the PRM SVE algorithm.
The PRM KBMC algorithm does not need further explanation as it is very similar to the OPRM KBMCV2 algorithm presented
in Section 6.1.2. In Section 7.2 we present the results of our experimentation and in Section 7.3, we analyse the strengths and
limitations of each of the algorithms in the context of the situation assessment application.7.1. The PRM structured variable elimination algorithm
SVE uses objects structure to organize inference; to solve a query Q from the user on class C1, using the PRM KB, SVE con-
structs a local BN for C1 consisting of a node for each attribute of C1 in addition to special output and projection nodes. When
the algorithm comes across a complex attribute in C1 (of type C2), it eliminates it by performing a recursive call that gener-
ates a temporary local ﬂat BN for the class C2. It makes use of the fact that the interface of C2 d-separates the encapsulated
nodes from the rest of the network. However, the interface of C2 has to be dynamically determined because, without the useFig. 14. Comparison of (a) the number of nodes in the generated model and (b) the model construction time for the OPRM KBMCV1 (circles) and OPRM
KBMCV2 (crosses) algorithms for the Paper[1].Impact query.
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order based on the structure of the temporary local BN, the algorithm uses standard variable elimination techniques to com-
pute the distribution over the query variables of class C2, given the input variables. This factor is then used in the BN rep-
resenting class C1. Recursively solving for the distributions over class interfaces requires each recursive computation to only
temporarily instantiate the equivalent BN for the class. This leads to space and arguably time savings due to the ordering of
elimination.
By its structured approach to the elimination of complex attributes in classes, SVE takes advantage of the structure of the
domain for classes. However, when dealing with instances, there may be situations where the instance interfaces no longer
encapsulate the protected attributes from the rest of the network, which means that the recursive technique cannot be used.
For all instances, SVE copies the instance information into a top level object T in the knowledge base and uses this object to
construct one ﬂat BN containing all attributes of all the instances using a backward chaining algorithm. Inference is per-
formed using this ﬂat BN.
SVE takes advantage of reuse by maintaining a persistent cache of results of queries executed on classes. By maintaining
such a cache, computations can be reused for different generic instances of the same class across a query or across different
queries on the same model. The cache is very beneﬁcial when there are many re-occurrences of generic unnamed instances
of the same type of class in the model. However, SVE has no mechanism for reuse for named instances.Fig. 15. Comparison of (a) the number of nodes in the generated model and (b) the model construction time for the OPRM KBMCV1 (hollow circles) and
OPRM KBMCV2 (crosses) algorithms for the Gump.WillGetPromoted query.
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both the initialization and factor construction phases to be part of the model construction process. Thus the model construc-
tion times for SVE presented in this paper are the accumulated total of the time taken from the beginning of the initialization
phase to the end of the factor construction phase for each call.7.2. Results
The OPRM presented in Section 3 and the equivalent PRM were used to evaluate the algorithms’ performance. All the
algorithms were implemented in MATLAB augmented with the Bayes Net Toolbox [47] (BNT) and executed using a Pentium
III, 1.2 GHz computer. During the experiments, we measured the time taken for the various algorithms to construct their
models from the KB. The OPRML and PRM KBs each consisted of one Lecturer instance (Dr. Gump) and a variable number
of Paper and Conference instances.
Fig. 14a and b shows a comparison of the number of nodes in the generated model and the model construction time for
the OPRM KBMCV1and OPRM KBMCV2 algorithms for a query on the Paper[1].Impact attribute of the Paper[1] instance. We
used this query to demonstrate the potential variability in the networks produced by the two algorithms. In the Gump.Will-
GetPromoted query, used for the rest of our experiments, the difference in the networks produced by the query dependent
and query independent versions of the OPRM KBMC algorithm was minimal, as shown in Fig. 15a and b. However, for the
Paper[1].Impact query, regardless of the number of instances in the KB, the query dependent OPRM KBMC algorithm pro-
duced a BN with only six nodes (Gump.Brilliance, FLAIRS.Standard, FLAIRS.Prestige, Paper[1].Quality, Paper[1].Accepted, Pa-
per[1].Impact) while the number of nodes in the network produced by the query independent algorithm depended on the
number of instances in the KB. Fig. 14a clearly shows the number of nodes in the network produced by KBMCV1 algorithm
is constant at 6, while the number of nodes in the network produced by the query independent algorithm increases linearly
with the number of Paper and Conference instances added to the KB. Fig. 14b shows that as the number of nodes remains
constant for the KBMCV1 algorithm, so does the model construction time, whereas the KBMCV2 algorithm suffers a blow out
in model construction time as the number of instances in the KB increases. For this query, the model construction times for
the two algorithms are comparable for up to approximately 100 instances.
Fig. 15a and b shows a comparison of the number of nodes in the generated model and the model construction time for
the OPRM KBMCV1 and OPRM KBMCV2 algorithms for the Gump.WillGetPromoted query. The difference in networks
produced by the two algorithms and their model construction times was minimal for this query. Figs. 14 and 15 combined
tell us that, as one would expect, depending on the model and the query, a query dependent algorithm can signiﬁcantly out-
perform the query independent algorithm for a single query.
A comparison of the model construction time for the OPRM JCV1 and OPRM JCV2 algorithms for the Gump.WillGetPro-
moted query is shown in Fig. 16. The performance of the JCV1 and JCV2 are comparable for n 6 500, where n is the number of
nodes in the equivalent network. After this point, JCV1 outperforms JCV2. This is caused by the fact that while the JCV1 algo-
rithm simply connects each local instance junction tree to the root clique, the JCV2 must search through the list of local in-
stance junction trees interface cliques in order to determine appropriate connections.
The comparisons of the number of nodes in the generated model and the model construction time for the PRM KBMC and
SVE algorithms for the Gump.WillGetPromoted query, shown in Fig. 17a and b tell us that the SVE algorithm performs better
than the PRM KBMC algorithm. Note though that while SVE is query dependent, the PRM KBMC is query independent. The
performance of the two algorithms is comparable for n 6 500.Fig. 16. Comparison of the model construction time for the OPRM JCV1 (circles) and OPRM JCV2 (crosses) algorithms for the Gump.WillGetPromoted query.
Fig. 17. Comparison of (a) the number of nodes in the generated model and (b) the model construction time for the PRM KBMC (circles) and SVE algorithms
(crosses) for the Gump.WillGetPromoted query.
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the OPRM KBMCV2 and PRM KBMC algorithms for the Gump.WillGetPromoted query. Both of these algorithms are query
independent. Fig. 18a shows that the PRML KBMC adds more nodes to the network than OPRML KBMC for the same number
of instances which means that the model produced by the OPRM KBMC algorithm is simpler. The performance of the two
algorithms is comparable for n 6 870 nodes, after which the OPRM KBMCV2 algorithm outperforms the PRM KBMC
algorithm.
A comparison of the number of nodes in the generated model and the model construction time for the OPRM KBMCV1 and
PRM SVE algorithms for the Gump.WillGetPromoted query is shown in Fig. 19a and b. Both of these algorithms are query
dependent. Fig. 19a plots the number of instances versus the number of nodes in the networks produced by the algorithms
and also plots the number of factors calculated by the SVE algorithm.Herewe see an interesting effect thatwhile SVE only need
to temporarily instantiate the networks during its recursive calls, it requires the introduction of output and projection nodes
into the class model (as a direct consequence of the fact that the interfaces of the PRM classes must be dynamically deter-
mined). As a result, more nodes are introduced into the network than in OPRMs where reference nodes are used to clearly de-
ﬁne class interfaces. However, while SVE produces a node for every attribute of the class or instance, it calculates factors only
for those attributes of direct relevance to the query, so in order to compare its performance against the OPRM algorithms, we
Fig. 18. Comparison of (a) the number of nodes in the generated model and (b) the model construction time for the OPRM KBMCV2 (circles) and PRM KBMC
(crosses) algorithms for the Gump.WillGetPromoted query.
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produced by the SVE algorithm is the same as the number of nodes produced by the OPRMKBMCV1 algorithm. Fig. 19b shows
us that the SVE algorithm performs better than the OPRM KBMCV1. The algorithms are comparable for n 6 100.
The comparison of the model construction time for the OPRM KBMCV2, OPRM JCV1 and OPRM JCV2 algorithms for the
Gump.WillGetPromoted query shown in Fig. 20 tells us the JCV1 algorithm performs better than both JCV2 and KBMCV2.
The performance of all three algorithms is comparable for n 6 300, while the performance of the JCV1 and JCV2 are compa-
rable for n 6 500.
The comparison of the model construction time for the OPRM JCV1 and OPRM JCV2 and SVE algorithms for the
Gump.WillGetPromoted query shown in Fig. 21 tells us that the SVE algorithm performs better than both JCV1 and
JCV2. However, it is important to bear in mind that while JCV1 and JCV2 are query independent approaches, the SVE algo-
rithm is query dependent. The SVE and JCV2 are comparable for n 6 500 while the SVE and JCV1 are comparable for
n 6 1000.
Fig. 22 shows a comparison of the model construction time for the OPRM JCV1, OPRM JCV2 and PRM KBMC algorithms for
the Gump.WillGetPromoted query. All three of these algorithms are query independent. The plot shows that of these three
algorithms, the JCV1 algorithm performs the best. The performance of all three algorithms is comparable for n 6 500, while
the performance of the JCV2 and PRM KBMC are comparable for n 6 700.
Fig. 19. Comparison of (a) the number of nodes in the generated model and (b) the model construction time for the OPRM KBMCV1 (circles) and PRM SVE
(crosses) algorithms for the Gump.WillGetPromoted query.
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7.3.1. Exploitation of language structure and reuse
Ideally, the model construction algorithms used with a formal knowledge representation language should:
 Exploit the structure provided by the language. That is, they should retain as much of the structure provided by the lan-
guage as possible in the models they produce; and
 Facilitate reuse where possible.
While the OPRM KBMC algorithms are an improvement over the manual construction of models, they do not exploit the
structure provided by the language or facilitate reuse. The networks they produce are ﬂat BNs, so all the structure provided
by using the OPRML as the formal knowledge representation language is lost.
As discussed in Section 7.1, the PRM SVE algorithm fails to take advantage of the structure of the domain or reuse for
instances. Therefore for instances, SVE has little beneﬁt over traditional BNs techniques. However, both the OPRM JC algo-
rithms reuse class models and retain much of the structure provided by the OPRML.
Fig. 21. Comparison of the model construction time for the OPRM JCV1 (ﬁlled circles), OPRM JCV2 (hollow circles) and SVE (crosses) algorithms for the
Gump.WillGetPromoted query.
Fig. 20. Comparison of the model construction time for the OPRM KBMCV2 (crosses), OPRM JCV1 (ﬁlled circles) and OPRM JCV2 (hollow circles) algorithms
for the Gump.WillGetPromoted query.
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Traditionally, information fusion has been data-driven [48]. Our situation assessment application is a combination of bot-
tom up data driven and top down goal driven approaches. The users’ intent is used to provide context that decides which
relationships are of interest in producing the situation assessments (goal driven process). The sensor data is then used to
determine which of these chosen relationships currently hold (data driven process). The objective driving the modelling
building operation is to determine which of the relationship of interest to the user hold at any given time given the sensor
data. The overall task of producing situation assessments is constant, but the set of concepts relevant to performing this task
varies dynamically. The information in the knowledge base will ﬂow directly from the observations and therefore much of
the information in the knowledge base will be in the form of instances. In our application therefore we require model con-
struction algorithms which can exploit the language structure and facilitate reuse in the presence of instances. We also re-
quire that the model construction algorithms produce a non-query speciﬁc model based on the observations rather than a
query speciﬁc model based on a user query. A query-based approach utilizes the query from the user to construct a model
from the KB which includes only those attributes relevant to the query variables. If the set of query variables is changed, the
entire model construction must be re-executed and a different model will result. This may not be detrimental for the
university domain, but can be a critical problem for our real world application.
Fig. 22. Comparison of the model construction time for the OPRM JCV1 (ﬁlled circles), OPRM JCV2 (hollow circles) and PRM KBMC (crosses) algorithms for
the Gump.WillGetPromoted query.
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group of queries: r ¼ fPaper½1:Impactg, r ¼ fPaper½2:Impactg up to r ¼ fPaper½100:Impactg in succession on a knowl-
edgebase consisting of one Lecturer instance and 100 Paper and Conference instances. The time taken for the OPRM
JCV1 algorithm to construct a model on which it can perform these queries is 122.48 s, while the time taken for the
SVE algorithm to construct its models to answer the same queries (as the query variable changes each time, the SVE algo-
rithm will construct a different model for each query) is 8705 s. Thus a query driven construction process is clearly not
appropriate for our application. Of the algorithms discussed in this paper, the OPRM KBMCV1 and PRM SVE algorithms
are query driven approaches.
In summary, while SVE outperforms the OPRM JC algorithms for KBs with a large number of instances for a single query,
the JC algorithms have several advantages over SVE for our situation assessment application domain. SVE produces a query
speciﬁc network and as such the model construction time is dependent on the query asked (simpler queries result in shorter
model construction times) and because of its recursive nature, a complete model of the situation never exists. On the other
hand, the JC algorithms produce a non-query speciﬁc model that is reusable for multiple queries. Secondly, unlike SVE, even
when constructing models involving mainly instances, the algorithm exploits the structure of the domain, retains much of
the original class structure in the resulting model and reuses the class models. Of the automated model construction algo-
rithms studied which produced non-query speciﬁc models, the JCV1 algorithm performed the best.
8. Future work
In this paper we have only considered static domain models. We are in the process of extending the OPRML to dynamic
domains and investigating appropriate inference techniques such as Rao–Blackwell Particle Filters [49], Factored Particles
[50] and Sample Propagation [51] to efﬁciently perform reasoning about the entities and relationships which exist in the
battle space. The OPRML also needs to be extended to handle identity uncertainty. Like most current FOPL approaches,
the OPRML currently employs the unique names assumption. This assumption may be violated in the military domain,
where there is a distinct possibility that multiple observations (and therefore multiple instances in the knowledge base)
may represent the same entity. In the military information fusion domain, identity uncertainty would have a profound im-
pact on data association (the tracking of entities from time to time and from sensor to sensor). Our future work will include
investigating techniques for incorporating identity uncertainty into the language. One such technique could be to include an
equivalence relation in the relational component of the OPRML (as proposed from PRMs by [3]). The thesis behind this work
is that, with the inclusion of identity uncertainty into the language and the extension of OPRML to dynamic domains, the
language will provide a ﬂexible and practical approach to reasoning in complex, dynamic domains where the unique names
assumption cannot be employed.
9. Conclusions
In this paper we have outlined the OPRML, a formal knowledge representation language for complex, uncertain domains.
It combines the generality and modularity of relational logic representation with a principled treatment of uncertainty. By
integrating these approaches, it preserves the advantages of both. We have also presented four novel algorithms which auto-
C. Howard, M. Stumptner / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 50 (2009) 1369–1398 1397matically compile OPRMs from OPRML KBs. We compared the performance of these algorithms against the KBMC and SVE
algorithms developed for PRMs. We found that, while the PRM SVE algorithm outperforms the OPRM JC algorithms for KBs
with a large number of instances for a single query, the JC algorithms have several advantages over SVE for our situation
assessment application domain. In particular, the JC algorithms produce non-query speciﬁc modelswhich are reusable for mul-
tiple queries. Also even when constructing models involving mainly instances, the JC algorithms exploit the structure of the
domain, retain much of the original class structure in the resulting model and reuse class models. On the other hand, the SVE
algorithm produces a query speciﬁc model and as such the model construction time is dependent on the query asked. Because
of the recursive nature of the algorithm, a complete model of the situation never exists. The SVE algorithm fails to take
advantage of the structure of the domain or reuse for instances. Of the automated model construction algorithms which
produce non-query speciﬁc models discussed in this paper, the JCV1 algorithm performed best.
Traditionally, information fusion has been data-driven. Being a formal knowledge representation language, the OPRML
formalizes the computational processes, enabling a hybrid top down-bottom up, ontologically-based approach to situation
reﬁnement. The OPRML is a promising technique for this and other uncertain, complex, data driven application domains. And
as relational databases are a commonmechanism for representing structured data (e.g. medical records, sales and marketing
information), the OPRML and its techniques are applicable to a wide range of domains and applications for example, disaster
management, computer network security or stock market modelling.References
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